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How can automation fast track your digital transformation? 
4 key Market Observations

01
Hyper automation

(implementation of >100 
automations in 12-18 mo.)

02 03 04
Citizen development 
programs 

* By 2026, 85% of 
enterprises will combine 
human expertise with AI, 
ML, NLP, and pattern 
recognition to augment 
foresight across the 
organization, making 
workers 25% more 
productive and effective.  

*By 2024, 70% of G2000 
investments in business 
automation will be for 
multimodal codeless 
automation platforms that 
support digital enablement 
by both professional 
developers and business 
users.

* In 2021, over 80% of 
organizations consistently 
self-reported increased or 
continued investment in 
hyper automation 
initiatives

Investments in 
Automation

* By 2025, 60% of 
organizations will capitalize 
on disruption with an 
enterprise- and ecosystem-
wide approach to 
automation, leveraging 
model-based enterprise 
concepts, centers of 
excellence (COEs) and low-
code/no-code platforms.

Ecosystems and 
wider technologies

• The use of automation technologies is expected to continue its growth 

• The expansion in scope both from a functional and technology perspective demands the development and 
implementation of a comprehensive automation strategy, connected to the Digital Transformation agenda



Intelligent Automation is undergoing evolutionary change to meet the full 
scope of business imperatives 
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Hyper Automation

(Gen 2)

AI-Powered 
Automation

(Gen 3)

Most are here

Need to be here

Intelligence@Scale • Gen 1: RPA-centric programs that 
have dabbled in machine learning or 
virtual agents at the periphery of the 
automation spectrum

• Gen 2: Hyperautomation-centric 
programs that bring together an 
orchestrated set of technologies 
including BPM, Process Mining, 
advanced analytics and Machine 
Learning to drive transformation

• Gen 3: AI-powered automation 
consolidates the AI into a platform that 
orchestrates the entire processes to 
create intelligence@scale, unlocking 
10X potential



Expanding ecosystem of Automation capabilities

Automation 
programs need 
to cover a broad 
spectrum of 
capabilities 
across the 4 
primary domain 
areas.
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Transforming enterprises to AI-powered organizations
EY ASpace AI Platform empowers enterprises to rapidly adopt AI, resulting in faster, smarter and more future ready businesses

Built on powerful suite of 
advanced Machine 

learning algorithms and 
AI models

Infuse 
Intelligence

Automated 
AI Lifecycle 
Management

Prebuilt AI 
Solutions Private AI

► Embed intelligence in legacy applications

► Augment people with machine intelligence

► End to end automation of business processes

► Powerful AI studio tools to build, train & deploy 
complex AI at scale

► Native ML Ops features 

► Instantly scale AI solutions across the enterprise 
from proof of concept to production

► Create custom AI solutions without using 
cloud based AI models 

► Brings AI models and algorithms back to 
the data 

► Data never leaves the organization with an 
on-premise deployment

► Pre configured built for purpose AI solutions 

► EY Trusted AI Atoms 

► Industry and function specific readily usable 
AI solutions 

Artificial Intelligence |  Automation   |  Advanced Analytics 

Native AI Ops across 
model deployment, 

monitoring and 
governance  

Low Code/ No Code 
Studios to enable 

Citizen AI development

5 dedicated Studios 
for rapid creation of 

AI solutions 

100+ EY Trusted AI 
Atoms

60+ Pre-built AI 
Solutions

Salient Features



Robust architecture to address enterprise AI scaling challenges 

Built on robust five layers enterprise architecture – ASpace platform is highly scalable and customizable for any 
organization size with in-built AI Capabilities to solve any business challenge using a combination of AI Technologies

• Predictive algorithms 

• Neural 
Networks

• Deep 
learning 

• Contour matching 

• Intelligent 
OCR 

• Computer 
vision

• Language 
Translation 

• Speech to 
text

• Natural 
language 
generation 

• Robotic 
process 
automation 

• Script based 
automation 

• Desktop 
automation 

• Emotion 
recognition 

• Sentiment 
analysis 

• Natural 
language 
processing

• Image 
recognition

• Anomaly detection 

Built on Industry leading Open source and cloud native AI technologies

Ready to deploy Pre-built 
solutions with minimal 

training

Instantly consumable AI 
Models  across AI Capabilities

Safe & secure integration 
with enterprise data & 

applications

Automated AI lifecycle for 
deployment & monitoring

• Platform AI services 
orchestration is built on 
Kubernetes.

• Platform supports auto scaling 
and load balancing based on 
resource consumption. 

• Built on Microservices 
architecture for faster 
deployment and reduced 
troubleshooting time



ASpace provides 60+
AI solutions which are 
ready to deploy for 
enterprises

We will a few key 
solutions today which 
help in AI led persona 
automation across the 
Enterprise 



Intelligent Supplier Partner Management 
(i-SPM)

The solution automates responses to vendor 
queries such as payment status, vendor master 
update by integrating with ERPs.  It also 
automatically categorizes emails from vendors 
received in different languages and resolves for 
a trained set of categories 

Intelligent Trade Promotion Auditor

The solution monitors retailers compliance by 
analysing images to identify if special pricing, 
display fixtures are displayed as per standards.  
It helps eliminate the need for an external 
vendor to Audit any visibility pay-outs 

Intelligent Accounts Receivables (i-ARC)

The solution utilizes ML and NLP to prioritize 
worklist and provide actionable insights for the 
collections team.  Helps improve DSO and cash 
flows.  It integrates with multiple ERPs and 
provides a single glass view while predicting 
payment dates for outstanding invoices 

IT Persona Automation

The solution extracts data from semi/ 
unstructured emails and classifies them into 
categories and auto resolves some of the 
queries.  

Contactless Sales for Retailers & 
Distributors

AI solution for order intake, order 
orchestration, inventory validation and 
creation of sales order with multi-channel / 
multi-application integration 

HR Persona Automation

The solution is a real-time interface for 
employees to search for policy information 
,apply for leaves, fill expense, and get nudged 
to do more

Purpose driven AI solutions to infuse intelligence in business processes



EY |  Assurance | Tax | Transactions | Advisory
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